Wren  Feathers
1950s Outfit for 14” dolls
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com
Quarter inch seams allowed on all pieces unless otherwise specified.
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me!
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Original photo from vintage Butterick 7973
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So, I made a trial version of these pants from the original pattern to determine what changes needed to be made. The
dress bodices from the first weeks were much easier to alter to make fit both dolls nicely, but well-fitted pants are
notoriously difficult to draft, and working with two doll bodies that are very different at the waist made it even more
difficult. That said, I’m being a little picky maybe, because overalls from that era were loose-fitting, but still, these were
just too baggy for my Wellie. I did, however, like how the bib top fit them. It’s large enough to be the top of a playsuit
without a shirt needed underneath if you’d like.

The original pattern pieces and how I sewed them together are below. Note that I changed the way the waistband is
done and faced with bias instead. I also chose to attach the straps with snaps at the waist in back rather than the
buttons shown in the original.
And now let’s talk a little about fitting and alterations. For many doll dresses, it’s very easy to just take in any excess
at the back edge by overlapping closures, but for pants, especially fitted pants with darts, it’s often not possible since it
would place the darts in a strange spot and cause weird puckering in the seat. These pants fit Toni fairly well, and would
have fit even better with a little (3/8” or so) overlapping snap closure in back instead of the seam I chose to do.
For the Wellies, how you alter depends on what kind of fit you’re going for.
• Taking in a whole inch for each side at the waist will result in a fit appropriate to wear over a tight T like the ones
they come with. You don’t need to take in quite so much if they’ll wear a looser blouse (like last week’s)
underneath. Now…how to take up that excess fabric? The first idea is with pleats instead of darts. For example,
the lavender overalls here: https://img1.etsystatic.com/136/1/7173657/il_570xN.1067507591_b9hu.jpg
I would do two small pleats, instead of just one, where each dart is positioned and that could easily take up the
slack, with any remaining bagginess remedied with a small overlap to the closure.
•

A second option that could look quite sweet depending on the fabric would be to use a waistband as in the
original, size it to fit over a blouse comfortably and then gather the pants top edge onto it. This would look
really cute with a variety of coordinated quilting prints and a decorated bodice. As long as you’re making a
waistband, this could totally turn into a jumper too! Just gather a rectangle of fabric and sew to the waistband,
then topstitch the bib on behind it.

•

Lastly, if you prefer the look of darts I completely changed the pants for Wellies for a tighter fit. Note that it
closes flush with Velcro in back instead of an overlap.

Did I have time to get all these variations done and photographed by today? Nope. So I hope you’ll
share pix of your creations on vintage or modern dolls here:
https://www.flickr.com/groups/2825314@N20/
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Note these are the ORIGINAL fit. See instructions above for a tighter fit at the waist on Wellies!
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Better fitting overalls legs for Wellies
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Front cut 2

Better fitting overalls legs for Wellies
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Back cut 2
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